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“Now I appeal to you, brothers and sisters, by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that all of you be in agreement 
and that there be no divisions among you, but that you be united in the same mind and the same purpose.”  

How’s that for a timely passage in the aftermath of Donald Trump’s inauguration as President on Friday and 
protests all over the world on Saturday? “Be in agreement” with “no divisions among you” and “be united in the 
same mind and the same purpose.” Yeah, there hasn’t been so much of that of late. We seem to have more 
disagreements than ever, we’re more divided than ever, and disunity rules. 

In other words, the United States of America at this moment in history has an awful lot in common with the early 
church. Paul’s letters were written to the burgeoning but small communities he had started — in this case to the 
Corinthians but also the Thessalonians and Ephesians and Philippians and all those other names readers in church 
have been saying and sometimes stumbling over for generations.  

And we often put a gloss on these first communities of Jesus followers. ‘Oh,’ we think, ‘it must have been great to 
be a Christian back then. Everyone agreed on everything, there was no conflict, it was all so spiritual and 
peaceful.’ But then you start reading Paul’s letters and a different  picture emerges. Because based on his epistles, 
these folks argued about everything from worship to sexual ethics to socio-economic class to what they could and 
couldn’t eat. Literally, the moment Paul left one of these communities, the divisions would break out. 

These were faithful people, seeking to follow Jesus, who simply disagreed on what this looked like in practice. 
Remember, there was no rule book to follow. No “What Would Jesus Do” wristbands. Yes, there was Hebrew 
Scripture to look to but there was not a New Testament to consult because it hadn’t yet been written. And even if 
there had been, the Bible itself was never intended to be God’s rulebook. 

And I think that, for the most part, as citizens of this country we are decent people who want to help others while 
maintaining a certain amount of autonomy for ourselves and our families. We often disagree on the specifics of 
what this looks like. Hopefully with civility, but that seems to be increasingly rare. 

Paul was quite aware of the nature of humanity — our pettiness and shortcomings. Our yearning to put our own 
interests above those of others. Our desire to subjugate the vulnerable and weak. Paul was certainly no saint 
himself — well, I mean he was in the church sense, which is why he’s known as “St. Paul.” But he had his own 
personality quirks that rubbed people the wrong way. You can’t by sheer force of will and personality almost 
single-handedly spread a religion across the known world without annoying some people along the way. Or 
running afoul of the governing authorities. And Paul endured the beatings and imprisonments and eventual 
martyrdom to prove it. 

So, knowing all this, Paul’s call to the Corinthians to “be in agreement” with one another despite all their 
differences sounds, at one level, rather Pollyanna-ish. Let’s just all come together for a group hug. Well, Paul’s 
answer, despite appearances, was not “Let’s all just get along.” 

The unity he’s talking about transcends viewpoint and perspective and party. Because unity in Christ transcends all 
of these petty particulars. That’s what Paul is trying to convey here. That there is something so much greater that 
binds us together; and that something is Jesus Christ.  

And this is precisely what we can learn as we gather in the months following a bitter, divisive election season. 
That if we keep Jesus at the center of our lives, it doesn’t matter whether we’re Democrats or Republicans or any 
other label we use to describe our viewpoints. It’s not that these differences don’t matter; it’s that Jesus exposes all 



of our labels and self-identifiers as false and fleeting constructs. The cross of Christ transcends whatever banner 
under which we choose to march. And in divisive times in our national political life, we do well to remember this. 

I admit I’ve personally had a rough week wrestling with the ways the Episcopal Church has been part of the 
Inauguration festivities in Washington. And this has nothing to do with who won or lost this particular election — 
it’s bigger than that. Because one of the great debates is about the often uneasy relationship between church and 
state. Yes, the Constitution is clear about separation and yet tradition often belies this. There is a great tradition 
that the morning of the Inauguration the President-elect attends a service at St. John’s, Lafayette Square, which is 
across the street from the White House. It’s an Episcopal church informally known as “The Church of the 
Presidents” — there’s even a pew specially reserved for the president and every president since James Madison 
has worshipped there on occasion. 

At one level, this practice brings pride to Episcopalians everywhere, even as it hearkens back to a  bygone era 
when we were associated with the political and cultural elite. And then there’s the other tradition of the prayer 
service at the Washington National Cathedral — the Episcopal cathedral in the Diocese of Washington — that 
takes place the day after the Inauguration. It’s hospitable, perhaps, to offer our space, but at what cost?  

For instance this year’s preacher at the president’s private service at St. John’s was an inflammatory Southern 
Baptist who has made disparaging remarks against gays and Catholics and Mormons and Muslims, among others. 
Hardly what I would expect to come from the pulpit of one of our churches. Now, as an Episcopal parish, the 
rector has the authority to invite an outside preacher with the consent of the bishop. Usually, the President-elect’s 
transition team chooses the lineup and this gets signed off on as a formality. But what happens when you bring in 
a divisive preacher whose interpretation of Scripture is antithetical to our own. Yes, we welcome all people into 
our churches but that shouldn't mean inviting them to preach in our pulpits. And so I struggle with this. 

It’s been argued that when Emperor Constantine legalized Christianity in the early 4th century, paving the way for 
it to become the official state religion of the Roman Empire, it was a Faustian bargain. Yes, it ended the 
persecution of Christians and allowed the faith to come out from the underground into large, state-sanctioned 
sanctuaries. But as an official religion, we gave up our status as followers of the one who spoke truth to power and 
advocated for the poor and downtrodden and ministered among outcasts and sinners. The church was vaulted from 
outsider status to being the ultimate insider. Suddenly bishops took on the trappings of princes and the church in 
many ways became complicit with the powers and principalities it sought to stand against. 

As a denomination I think we need to rethink this relationship. And this has nothing to do with whether or not you 
agree with whoever happens to occupy the Oval Office. That changes. But the Church as an institution must be 
free to call out our leaders when actions stand in opposition to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Complicity is not an 
option. You cannot be both prophet and king. And the Church must maintain its prophetic voice in the world if it’s 
going to have any relevance at all. We must be able to speak out in defense of the poor and vulnerable and 
downtrodden and those on the margins of society — whatever the political cost — or we fail to live up to our high 
calling.  

So all this tribal warfare — and at a base level that’s what politics is — is folly to Paul. He doesn’t care what camp 
you’re in. Literally could not care less. Because he sees it all as a distraction from what really matters. And what 
really matters is preaching the gospel and living out Jesus’ words in the world as faithful Christians. Period. The 
cross always transcends the flag. It must overshadow the flag or we have no business claiming to be the hands and 
heart of God in the world. 

So unity, yes. But not allegiance, unless it is to Jesus Christ. We will not always agree but we must always be one 
in Christ. That’s the calling of our baptism; that’s our challenge; that’s the unity to which Paul beckons. 


